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James ANDERSON: Is a Scottish schoolmaster in Edinburgh. He was awarded the Ph.D. at Edinburgh University in 1965 with a thesis "Sir Walter Scott and History," which gained him the Hume Brown Senior Prize in Scottish History. During the academic year 1965-1966 he held a Carnegie Fellowship for study of the Scottish historians after Scott.

William MONTGOMERIE: Born in Glasgow. Graduated M.A. at Glasgow and Ph.D. at Edinburgh. He published *Via and Squared Circle*, both books of verse; contributed an essay to *New Judgments: Robert Burns*, which he edited; and with his wife edited *Scottish Nursery Rhymes, Sandy Candy* (traditional folk rhymes), and *Well at the World's End* (Scottish folk tales). He has contributed poems, short stories, and articles to many publications. He feels that his essay "More an Antique Roman than a Dane," published in the *Hibbert Journal* (October 1961), solves the Hamlet problem of the play-within-the-play.

Peter F. MORGAN: Assistant Professor at the University of Toronto. Has published articles on various aspects of the romantic period, and is studying the creative and critical contributions of the leading periodicals of the time. Has prepared an edition of the letters of Thomas Hood.

Brian M. MURRAY: Read English at the University of Glasgow before taking up a teaching appointment in one of the city's schools in 1959. He has been working on *Blackwood's Magazine* for some time, and is engaged also on a study of John Galt.